
Online WorkStation created for Sound Health & 
Sound Healers 

Bringing together New Medicine and Ancient Healing Methods 

The automation of Ancient Healing Methods 

 

Input your voice and receive a personal, computerized, quantifying report of your own vocal 
BioMarker anomalies. 

 

Bringing ancient methods of sound healing into the modern era has been a challenge for those 
who “hear the call“ to use sound to make a difference in the lives of those who need support 
and healing. 

Jill Mattson’s publication, The Lost Waves of Time, is more than a superb rendition of ancient 
healing as she also takes you through the eons of healing practices throughout several 
continents and populations. Mattson reports that in early cultures, healing was a matter of 
intuition and/or being in touch with universal connections that was once prevalent and used by 
special appointees of a given community. In some cultures every individual was assigned a 
“Signature Sound” as part of their spiritual identity. 

Healing Masters are still here today but are often “interrogated” by those who consider 
themselves to be a part of “legitimate” medicine, because these modern-day practitioners 
depend on statistical validation for diagnosis. 

The Institute of BioAcoustic Biology, under the tutelage of Sharry Edwards, MEd, has been 
investigating the idea that the frequencies of the voice are a holographic representation of the 
body’s form and function. This would indicate that the voice could potentially be used as a 
diagnostic tool but could also provide sound-based solutions for health. 

In 2004, The Institute was able to publish the tenet that ”People with similar wellness issues 
produce similar vocal biomarkers.” This suggests that the sound frequencies produced by a 
human voice could be used to identify and quantify the wellness status of a person or find the 
commonalities for a group suffering from similar maladies. 

MIT and the Mayo Clinic, among many others, have taken on the task of providing proof of 
Vocal BioMarkers for use by conventional medical models. 

Edwards, the established pioneer of Human BioAcoustics, has taken on the task of bringing the 
information she has amassed to the public for their use to self-predict, manage and have 
dominion over their own health and health freedoms. 



 

The online Portal is open to the public at SoundHealthPortal.com, and it includes tutorials, 
evaluations, documentaries, campaigns, articles, and references plus the opportunity to scan 
your own voice for errant frequencies (sour notes). Input your voice and receive a personal, 
computerized, quantifying report of your own vocal BioMarker anomalies. 

The Sound Health Portal presents the opportunity to experience Sound Health LIVE! while 
offering innovations that provide a balance between science and esoteric. 

Portal solutions include: 

All issues use Frequency Equivalents™ which form the tenets of  BioAcoustic Biology 

Well over 100,000 frequency-based entries divided into multiple bundles, including sports, 
pain, weight management, circulation, stem cells, regeneration, respiration, toxicity, 

reproduction…and much more 

BioAcoustic Bundles allow you to search and compare several body systems at once 

Being online allows your patients to deposit vocal prints from their location 

Allows for intuitional input but statistically supports it too 

Gathers and evaluates vocal Frequencies automatically 

BioMarkers that provide a priority listing of issues 

Advances to show underlying issues 

AVAILABLE  24/7 

  



Tutorials 

Public workshops 

Textbook 

Corporate accounts  

Sports evaluations 

Allows mobile evaluations  

Built-in reference library 

Stores your data online 

Mobile client input 

Allows comparisons of long-term data 

Automatic priority listings 

Professional version with frequencies, 
formulations 

Graphs, notes, charts and reports 

Can be translated to other languages 

Helps finds root and multiple root cause 

Public Nutrition and Muscle templates 
included with free subscription  

Personality Profiling 

Taught by Sharry Edwards 

30-day trial period 

 

Everybody has a sound! 

 

Miracles of Non-Medicine  - https://vimeo.com/249503694 

Link to a few Portal presentations: 

Good Vibrations link - https://vimeo.com/156710468 

Comprehensive Portal Video Link - https://vimeo.com/311315908 

Golf Swing Portal Class - https://vimeo.com/325944186 

 Sound Healers Portal Video Link = https://vimeo.com/322353431 

Catalog short link: http://tinyurl.com/4cyh89ce 

 

In the Beginning –  

Sharry Edwards on BioAcoustics – Mind-Boggling Authentic Energy-
Sound Healing - https://phibetaiota.net/2020/12/unrig-video-2533-sharry-
edwards-on-bioacoustics-mind-boggling-authentic-energy-sound-
healing/ 
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Articles: 

https://www.bioacousticsolutions.net/articles-1 - about the math basis of life 

MS eye issue reversed 

 

 

 

https://www.bioacousticsolutions.net/articles-1

